Introduction
The notion of the nonsingular foliation of a differentiabie manifold was introduced by ¿'hresmann and Reeb in [2] . In [8] and [9] Stefan generalized that notion and introduced the notion of the foliation with singularities. In [11] Waliszewski introduced the concept of nonsingular foliation in the category of Sikorski differential spaces (see [3] , [6] and [7] ).
In the present paper we introduce the ootion of singular foliations of differential spaces and Btudy some properties of this notion. For definition of differential spaces we refer to the papers [1 ], [3] , [4] , [6] , [7] , [11] , [12] and [14] .
We introduce the following notational conventions used in the present paper.
Let U be a differential space or a topological space. Then we denote:
setM -the set of all points of U, topM -the topology of M, M a for A c setM -the subspace of U with the set of all points A.
For a differential space M we put TopM = (setM, topM). The distinction of a space from its set of all points makes possible the following convention. By f:M -»• N we mean that f is a morphism in a suitable category, namely -805 --f is a smooth map of K into N, if M and K are differential spaces, -f is a continuous map of M into N, if Ivl and N denote topological spaces, -f is any set-theoretical function from K into K, if M and E are sets.
By an imbedded differential subspace of a differential space Ivl we mean any differential space K with setK csetM such that for any point p of N there is such an open in topK neighbourhood U of p that Ny = My. It is obvious that if K and N are imbedded differential subspaces of M with TopK = = TopK then K = N.
Definition.
Let M be a differential space and let X be a topological space with setX csetM and id setx :X -TopM. Let C be the class of all such functions (3:setX -»• that for any p setX there exist a neighbourhood U of p open in X and a smooth real function a on M satisfying the condition p|y = °<|u* Then C is a differential structure on setX. The differential space (setX,C) we denote by M^. We have TopM x = X. Any space of the form M x will be called a pre-imbedded differential subspace of M. Any imbedded subspace is a pre-imbedded subspace. 
Bya foliation on a differential space M we mean a differential space F such that setM = setP and for any point p of M there is such a local trivialization (B,T,U,f) of M around p that B is open in topF, P N = M B and (B,T,U,f) is a local trivialization of F around p. We say that (B,T,U,f) is a local trivialization distinguished by P. IfF and G are foliations on differential spaces M and N respectively then their product FxG is a foliation on M*N.
-

3.2.
Corollary . i r i r l °° of all singular points of F is (-oo ,0J x \0} »{1} and is contained in the leaf iR*{o} *{l} u (0,1) *{o}*iN, but not equal to it.
For any foliation F on U and any set U open in topM
3.7. Definition. We say that a foliation F on M is nonsingular iff all points of F are nonsingular.
Since Waliszewski (see [ll] ) assumed foliation to be locally homogeneous, the above definition of nonsingular -808 -foliation of differential space is not equivalent to that of Waliszewski. We notice that Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 hold when the notion "foliation" is replaced by "nonsingular foliation".
3.8. Theorem. Let g:M -» N be any coregular mapping of differential spaces (see [12] ). Let F be a differential space defined as follows: setF * setM and F is the disjoint sum of all spaces of the form M 1 , where q e setN. g (q) Then F is a nonsingular foliation on M.
For the proof it sufficies to use the definition of coregularity and apply Corollary 3.3 for nonsingular foliations. Let K be such a differential Ulc-subspace of a product M*N, where M is locally connected, that setK is of the form setM*S, ScsetN. Then we find such -809 -a differential Ulc-eubapac* P of N with setP = S that K-Mxp. In view of Corollary 4.4 suoh P is unique.
Proof. Let X be the topologioal quotient space TopK/relg, where relg is the relation with the cosets of the form setMx{q}, q eS. Identifying aetM»{q} with we can assume that setX -S. Since TopK ia locally connected, X is looally conneoted as its quotient apace. Sinoe idg^^tTopK--»Top(M»N), we have id fl :X TopN KTop(MxN)/rel eetK . We intend to show that X is a topological Ulc-subspace of TopN. We say that a locally connected foliation F of M is an Ulc-foliation iff any leaf of F is a differential Ulc-subspace of the foliated space M. Proof.
The only difficult step of the proof is to show that any local trivialization from condition (iii) satisfies conditions required for trivialization distinguished by a foliation, i • e» that f:F b xp -^^n a difisomorphism.
-810 -It sufficies to prove that for an; connected component L of F we have a diffeomorphism f ^"(i^l) ,p b xF ToL-* P UnL* Bu * follows from Theorem 4.5 applied to ^(^nL^* P B' % in~ stead of K, U, N, where denotes the differential space with set of points B*(TnL) and the differential structure induced by f~1 from P^riL* 5. The case of differentiable manifold Now we consider the case, where the foliated space M is a differentiable manifold. We assume manifolds to be separable. In [13] Waliszewski proved that if a product of two nonempty differential spaces is a differentiable manifold then the factors are differentiable manifolds too. Therefore we have the following theorem.
5.1. Theorem. Let F be a foliation on a differential space M being a differentiable manifold. Then leaves of P are differentiable manifolds*too.
5.2. Theorem. Any foliation P of a differentiable manifold M is an Ulc-foliation.
Proof. let g:X -»-TopM^ be a mapping of a topological locally connected space X into a leaf L. Let x be a point of X and let us oonsider any local trivialization (B,T,U,f) distinguished by F around g(x) with connected Mg. In view of separability of F^ the set LoU is of the form f(BxS), where S is a countable subset of T. Taking as V such an open connected neighbourhood of x in X that g(V) cU we conclude that g(V) is contained in the conneoted component of T°PM f(3"s) containing f(x), i.e. in B. Since Mfi = Pfi we conclude that g[v:Xy -»• TopFg. Since x was an arbitrary point of X we have g:X -»TopF^.
Combining Theorems 4.7, 5.1 and 5.2 we have the following theorem.
5.3. Theorem.
The notion of foliation on differentiable manifold considered in this paper is equivalent to the notion introduced by Stefan (see [5] , [8] and [9] ).
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